
Dear Students, 

I initially said that I would not release the October examination case study. However, in a 

recent meeting, the decision was made to make the case study available to students, for the 

upcoming examination on 26 October 2016. The second part of the examination paper will 

be based on this case study. 

The idea of releasing the case study to you, is to give you the chance to familiarise yourself 

with the text so that you can save some valuable time in the examination hall.  

The case study is based on a fictitious organisation called Thread On. Happy Reading! 

Thread On 

Thread On (Pty) Ltd is an apparel manufacturer and retailer. The organisation was started in 

South Africa in 1996. Despite numerous challenges, Thread On has grown significantly in 

size and location. They now employ over 5 000 people and operate in several African 

countries including Botswana, Angola, Mozambique, Malawi and Zambia – all this, in just 20 

years of operations. Ms Mpumi Mmako, founder and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the 

organisation, has always run the organisation with passion, heart and a sound set of ethos. 

As a leader, Ms Mmako presents a clear, appealing and inspiring vision for Thread On, and 

she has the ability to stimulate the creativity of her teams.  

A major part of Thread On’s success can be attributed to Ms Mmako ensuring that the 

organisation stays abreast of key issues in the apparel industry. In addition, Ms Mmako 

monitors the macro-business environment to ensure relevant adaptions are made when 

necessary. Ms Mmako has noticed mounting problems in particularly the natural 

environment, and the way in which the organisation relates to it. She speculates that many of 

the issues organisations face can be attributed to the dynamics present between 

organisations, the environment and society, and that these problems need to be addressed.  

Guided by the CEO of Thread On, management at Thread On focus on minimising the 

organisation’s impact on the environment through practices such as water-wise methods and 

crop rotation. These practices help the organisation to adapt to periods of drought and other 

climate-related issues. In addition to these practices, Thread On has developed a reputation 

for being an organisation that focuses on gender equality, woman empowerment and fair 

labour practices. Amongst the fair labour practices, Thread On advocates fair wages, no 

child labour and 30% of their workforce falling into the category of people with disabilities.  

The dynamics between Thread On and the society in which it operates have spurred on 

several initiatives. One of these initiatives was the development of a company town for 

Thread On’s largest cotton farm based in the Limpopo province of South Africa. The purpose 

of the town is to house employees and provide support in terms of relevant services. These 

services include amongst others, health care, schooling and recreation facilities for the 

youth. Furthermore, Thread On sponsors schools near its African farms with fundamental 



needs. One example of such a sponsorship is the supply of school uniforms.  

Thread On’s environmental and social focus, while obvious in terms of benefit in so many 

respects, has had an additional spin-off. With such consideration for the environment and 

society, the organisation appeals to the eco- and social-conscious consumer. 

While Thread On’s story might currently be seen as a great success, it should be mentioned 

that the organisation has experienced its fair share of trials. One of these trials occurred prior 

to 2010, when Thread On commissioned a garment company in Bangladesh (with a factory 

in the Jenka Plaza), to manufacture one of its most popular brand items in bulk. Despite the 

associated import costs, Thread On was still able to cut its costs substantially by using the 

Bangladeshi supplier. In 2010, the Jenka Plaza building collapsed, resulting in a large 

number of casualties. This disaster revealed a number of major issues of which Thread On 

was not aware. Amongst these issues were poor working conditions, child labour and unjust 

wages. Before Thread On could address the situation, news of the incident went viral. 

Thread On received angry messages from loyal customers who said they would no longer 

buy from Thread On because of the organisation's association with unethical practices. 

Ultimately, the Jenka incident had a positive spin-off for Thread On. It prompted Thread On 

to formalise its corporate citizenship efforts and to only select manufacturers and suppliers 

that complied with its corporate citizenship programme ethos. A fundamental positive move 

by Thread On during this period, was the decision to employ, Kagiso Eros, who had recently 

graduated with a Masters Degree in Corporate Citizenship. Eros encouraged Ms Mmako to 

sign up to the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC) – which Thread On did in 2011.  

Signing up to the UNGC inspired the introduction of an official corporate citizenship 

programme, called the Thread On Towards Sustainability (ToTS) programme. The ToTS 

programme is Thread On’s formal commitment to sustainable development and good 

corporate citizenship – aspiring to achieve its vision “to be the most sustainable apparel 

manufacturer and retailer in Africa”. The drive to start the ToTs programme, was not based 

on making a profit.  

Thread On views some of their industry counterparts in a negative light. One of these 

competitors is Cotton Forward who is a UNGC signatory, but does not adhere to the UNGC 

guiding principles. This was revealed when Cotton Forward was involved in a bribery and 

corruption scandal in 2014. A consequence of this scandal was the decline of Cotton 

Forward’s share price. 

Raazia Moodley, the Finance Director of Thread On, became rather annoyed by the extra 

work brought upon her portfolio when they signed up to the UNGC. While Ms Moodley 

recognises the need for change, she does not see the environment or society as facing 

significant problems. However, Goodson Roger, the Chairman of Thread On, sees things 

differently. Roger believes that the environment and society are in danger and that 

immediate action must be taken. Roger sees the merit in frameworks such as the UNGC, 



and believes that these frameworks provide organisations such as Thread On with the 

relevant expertise to make a difference. 

In 2012, Thread On implemented the African Trade and Industry (ATI) scorecard. This tool 

has assisted Thread On in their focus towards strategic change and improvement on seven 

different elements in their organisation. These elements (and their respective weightings as 

per the score card) include ownership (20%), Management control (10%), Employment 

equity (15%), Skills development (15%), preferential procurement (20%), Enterprise 

development (15%) and Socio-economic development (5%). Since 2013, the scorecard has 

incrementally contributed to what ultimately amounts to major transformations in Thread 

On’s operations. Some of these transformations include new partnerships with specific 

franchise partners, suppliers, and the public sector. 

Source: Lecturer’s own compilation, based on a fictitious organisation.  

 


